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Your Supercharged
passport to Express
Cruising
The all-round capability of this flagship WaveRunner is
astonishing. It's a super-comfortable long-distance express cruiser
packed with innovation and practicality –like industry-first,
theatre-style seating for 3. Then open the throttle and it's a sports
machine ready for extreme action.

The all-new supercharged Super Vortex High Output engine and
lightweight NanoXcel® hull deliver awesome performance and
economy –blended with stable, agile handling that means you'll
have the confidence to explore new horizons.

Electronic throttle control with Cruise-Assist and No-Wake Mode,
Reverse Traction Control, tilt-adjust steering ... ask your dealer for
the full story

New supercharged SVHO 1812cc
engine with EFI

Hydrodynamic NanoXcel® lightweight
hull and deck.

Yamaha's Quick-Shift Trim System
(Q.S.T.S )®

Luxurious 2-piece Cruiser seat for 3
passengers

Industry-first remote safety with Low-
RPM Mode™

Industry-first remote security with
Security Mode™

Reverse and Neutral gear position
selector

Deep stern step & twin re-boarding
handles

Clear easy-to-read instrumentation

Unique 4-step tilt-adjustable steering
system

Pull-up cleats – convenient and stylish

New Hyper-Flow 160mm pump with 3-
blade impeller
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Technology the
world trusts

Today's WaveRunner is renowned for supreme
performance, agility and comfort - and its ability to
take you on exciting adventures in wonderful places.
Thanks also to Yamaha's commitment to developing
the most efficient 4-stroke technology, no other
watercraft can run even close to a WaveRunner.

From the unique, lightweight NanoXcel® hull
technology to the new supercharged SVHO 1812cc
4-stroke engine, Yamaha engineering is at the
forefront of innovation.

Stylish design and ultra-practical features add
luxury to the package, so the end result –in the
elegant shape of the FX Cruiser SVHO – is an
unbeatable way to go exploring or sports riding.
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Supercharged Super Vortex High Output 1812cc engine
The new engine produces approximately 20% more power than before,
and features improved cooling, more efficient intake, and stronger
engine internals. The new, larger Hyper-Flow jet pump helps turn that
power into electrifying acceleration, and the Electronic Fuel Injection
(EFI) gives smooth and efficient power output

Lightweight NanoXcel® hull and deck
The long, elegant hull and deck are constructed from Yamaha's unique
NanoXcel® – which is around 25% lighter than conventional materials – so
the FX Cruiser SVHO offers agile handling as well as optimum fuel
efficiency. This latest-generation hull design also delivers more space and
stability, with extra storage and more ride comfort.

Electronic Throttle Control
Yamaha’s sophisticated Electronic Throttle Control system will delight you
with its 'intelligent' features. You'll use Cruise-Assist to set and maintain
specific speeds, No Wake Mode to navigate with ease through low speed areas
–and to help you manoeuvre more smoothly, Reverse Traction Control will
prevent unexpected over-revving in reverse.

Features that are practical as well as luxurious
From unique tilt-adjustable steering to 3-passenger seating –and from the large
stern platform to the deep step and re-boarding handles, the FX Cruiser SVHO
sets the highest standards. The storage spaces, thoughtfully positioned around
the craft, include watertight compartments at the helm and under the seat.

Quick-Shift Trim System (Q.S.T.S.)®
Unique to Yamaha, QSTS® gives you an incredible advantage over other
watercraft. The comfortable twist-grip gives you click-by-click control, on-
the-fly,of five trim positions within a 24º range. Just imagine –you can twist
and click the trim in as you pull a really tight turn and then trim out again to
blast away at top speed.

Clear and stylish instruments
Alongside its stylish, easy-to-read analogue speedo/tacho unit, is a digital multi-
function display with centrally positioned buttons that allow fast access to
readouts for speed, distance travelled, fuel level, running hours and battery
voltage. Automatic low fuel, low oil pressure and overheating alerts keep you
informed too
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Engine
Engine type 4-Cylinder, 4-stroke, Super Vortex High Output, DOHC, 4-valves

Supercharger Yes (with intercooler)

Displacement 1,812cc

Bore x stroke 86.0 mm x 78.0 mm

Compression ratio 8,5 : 1

Cooling system Water-cooled

Pump Type 160 mm Axial Flow

Fuel Unleaded Regular Gasoline

Fuel supply system Electronic Fuel Injection

Fuel capacity  70.0 litres

Lubrication system Wet sump

Oil capacity 5.3 litres

Dimensions
Length 3.56 m

Width 1.23 m

Height 1.23 m

Dry weight 397 kg

features
Storage Capacity 125.5 litres

Rider capacity 1-3 person

All information in this brochure is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior notice. We should all exercise POWER
WITH RESPONSIBILITY and help preserve the great sporting opportunities and enjoyment we all derive from our involvement with personal
watercraft. You must recognise too, that your Yamaha WaveRunner is actually a boat, so please learn and follow all the rules of the sea and
waterways, take professional instruction where possible, and obey local rules and regulations, which may differ greatly from area to area. The
photographs featured show boats being driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance in respect of safe operation or style of use is
intended or implied by the publication of any of these images. Read all instruction materials carefully before setting out and ALWAYS wear
recommended protective clothing and a life preserver or lifejacket when boating. NEVER DRINK AND RIDE.
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Black Metallic

Featured accessories

Yamaha Cam Buckles
Tie-downs

Yamaha Ratcheting
Tie-downs

For all FXCruiser SVHO® accessories go to the website, or check your local dealer

The Yamaha Chain of Quality
Yamaha technicians are fully trained and equipped to offer the best service and advice for your Yamaha

product. For this reason, Yamaha strongly recommends visiting an official Yamaha dealer for all your

service requirements.

Yamaha Marine Parts & Accessories are especially developed, designed and tested for our Yamaha

product range. Yamaha also recommends the use of Yamalube®. Yamalube® is our own range of high-

tech lubricants, the lifeblood of Yamaha engines. They are developed to carry on working effectively, no

matter where you drive.

Besides functional and style accessories, Yamaha offers a range of high quality, innovative boating gear.

An extensive range of casual wear is also available. For more information go to:

www.yamaha-motor-acc.com

Experience more of the

Yamaha FXCruiser SVHO® with your

mobile
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